
CHOOSING A TEAM CHALLENGE 

• After the team has formed, they should read the Challenges and select the Challenge they will 

solve for this Program Season 

• Things to remember when selecting a Team Challenge 

– Take individual and team strengths and interests into account 

– Don’t discourage team from selecting a Challenge that you think might be difficult 

– When the team has the freedom to choose, they will buy into their solution and 

ultimately learn more from overcoming obstacles 

Understanding Your Team Challenge + Bonus Tips 
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For those of you who have chosen a Challenge, the next step is making sure you understand it. If 

you haven’t chosen a Challenge yet (and don’t worry, a lot of teams haven’t chosen a Challenge 

or even assembled a team yet, so there’s still plenty of time), it may be helpful to go through and 

break down the Challenges to make sure your team really understands each one. Sometimes team 

members are afraid to try a specific type of Challenge because they don’t know if their skills will 

be helpful. However, a through reading of most Challenges may reveal aspects that appeal to 

those individuals. 

One of the fun aspects of DI Challenges is that they contain so many different elements. 

However, this can also mean that the Challenges become confusing as teams—especially new or 

younger teams—may think they only need to write a play or build a structure, when in fact there 

are many scored elements to address. 

There are other traps teams can fall into as they try to understand the Challenges. For example, if 

you attempt to solve the Challenge using only the brief Challenge descriptions, you will almost 

certainly miss important scoring elements. It is essential to read the rules of the Challenge to 

meet all the Appraisal criteria when presenting your solution. 

The next trap is a little more subtle. In every Team Challenge, there is a nifty pie chart that gives 

a breakdown of all the scored elements. If a team is devoting all of its energy to an item that is 

only worth a few points (or no points), it may be time to shift focus. Your team will want to 

spend plenty of time on the scoring breakdown, but make sure you don’t spend ALL of your time 

there. Focusing only on the scoring breakdown may cause your team to miss some important 

details. 



Scored elements often have special rules that determine how they will be appraised, so teams 

know what they specifically must do to achieve a higher score. If you know you need a technical 

device, there are many neat ideas you might come up with. But what if that device needs to move 

objects? Or be made of recycled materials? If you only get as far as the scoring breakdown, you 

run the risk of missing these important Challenge elements. 

Real understanding comes from identifying the items that will be scored, listing those items by 

order of importance to the team (importance may not just be score, it can also be what the team is 

most interested in), and then reading the specific sections of the rules that pertain to each 

element. 

To effectively solve the Challenge, the ideas your team generates will need to aim toward a 

solution that addresses the actual Challenge. It’s well worth your time to take a meeting, or even 

several meetings, to make sure that every team member fully understands his or her Challenge. 

Only when you truly understand what the Challenge is can you begin to solve it.  

  

Quick Tips to Help You Navigate Your Challenge 

1.  Grab some highlighters, go through your Challenge and highlight the following: 

      ►  “Must” – highlight all sentences that include the word MUST in yellow. 

      ►  “Will” – highlight all sentences that include the word WILL in pink (except for the 

sentences that have the phrase, “will earn points”). 

      ►  “May not,” “will not,” “can’t,” “won’t” “no,” “not” – circle all sentences that contain one 

of these words. 

      ►  “Earn points” – highlight all sentences that include the words EARN POINTS in blue. 

      ► “May” – highlight all sentences that include the word MAY in green. 

2.  The items that are circled or highlighted in yellow and pink are the “rules” your team must 

follow to solve this Challenge. 

3.  The items highlighted in blue and green are the areas where your team gets to decide what 

and how to do the task or activity.  

 


